GPAC – November 13, 2013

Unfunded Agreements (UFAs) Last Visit
- UFAs will go live in eResearch 12/2/2013
- Similar to the PAF, you will be able to use the ‘Manage Department’ feature to specify UFA approvers and who is notified
- Each department will have self-defined approval processes for all UFA types. *(If you are from a department and reading, consult with your department GPAC member for information.)*
- eRPM inbox will change slightly to have tabs for the PAF, subcontract, and UFA

RAAC
- Campus standard operating procedure for how to handle proposals with a >20% change is being revised
- Admin home stream will always have to post a comment of approval (i.e. department and school)
- For units that are not the admin home, if you have a problem, call the PRA
- Concerns or ideas about the process? Call Heather (763-4272)

PAN Issuance
- Campus is looking at when the PAN should be released – when you know the award is coming vs. when the funds can be spent
- Currently, OCA does not sign the agreement until PAN is issued, but many agreements are not fully executed until both parties have signed
- Discussion on what would be most beneficial to units

FDP “Mega –form”
- Campus is working on a new process for how to make changes to projects
- Will revise and expand current FDP process
- Campus discussion on who can approve
- Will eventually be a paper form that is uploaded to the PAF by posted comment